FUNdraising (needlepoint style)

Chicago Girls are not the only ones who can have fun—you can do it too!
by victoria frank

TSociety
he Textile
of
The Art
Institute of
Chicago offered its first
needlework
workshop
in the fall of
2011 to raise
funds for the
canvas by Lynn Deininger
museum’s
acquisition of textiles. It proved to be
such a success that the board has decided to host another one. This extremely
popular workshop wasn’t too complicated to organize. If you have a museum in
your area, you might consider planning
a similar event.
Our workshop, planned for 25
participants each day for two consecutive days, included a walk-through of
the current exhibition in the museum’s
Department of Textile galleries, lunch
and an afternoon of stitching on a piece
designed exclusively to celebrate the
current exhibition. The program succeeded on multiple levels. Not only did
it highlight the museum’s collection and
educate attendees about the exhibition’s
textiles and stitching, but the program
also broadened the community support
of the museum’s textile collection. It’s
was a really fun day.
Here’s a list of what needs to be accomplished for a successful workshop:
n Enlist museum cooperation
n Create a budget
n Choose a designer and a teacher
n Negotiate prices for materials
n Research and hire a caterer
n Decide on an invitation list
n Create and send invitations
Museum Cooperation
Museum cooperation is essential,
and you need 100% buy-in. If it is a
large museum, it might be best to first
contact the curatorial staff in the textile/
costume department. If it’s a small museum, such as a local historical society,
contact the development department.
Remember that you are approaching
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them with a unique marketing concept
that has the potential to bring their
museum to the attention of a new market, which might provide an untapped
revenue stream.
In exchange for these positives, you
need their support. You’ll want to hold
the workshop within the museum, so
ask if they have a room with good lighting that can accommodate your group.
Ask that they dedicate that space to the
program for the day, at little or no cost.
If there is a textile collection, then this
is what you will want to highlight. If
not, ask the museum if they have any
textiles in their archives and if they will
grant access to these treasures to your
small group. If there are no textiles, ask
the museum if there is another collection that they wish to highlight and
base your event theme on that subject
matter. Whatever the era, textiles were a
part of it, so with a little research, creating a theme should be simple.
Ask for input from the curators. Will
they be willing to approve the project

and grant early access so the designer
you have chosen can gain inspiration
from the exhibit? Can they provide a
walk-through of the exhibition that your
workshop and the needlepoint design
will highlight? If a curator is not available, can the museum suggest an expert
guide for the day of the event?

Linda Corirossi designed the stitch guide
and taught the class

kimono exhibit at The Art Institute of
Chicago

gift bags for each participant

the well lit classroom was ideal

Budget
I budget using a spreadsheet with
the following line items:
n Museum fees (entrance fees, room
rental, curator honorarium)
n Designer fee and cost per piece
n Teacher fee, including any transportation expenses and lunch the day of the
program
n Materials fees
n Project bag for the kit
n Lunch cost
n Profit (which is another word for
donation)
Once you have costs in place, then
you can decide what to charge attendees.
Add the costs and divide by how many
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will attend the event. Attendee pricing
has great flexibility depending on what
you hope to receive as donations.
The Designer and The Teacher
Choose a designer, approach them
with your unique challenge and ask
if they will discount their fee to support the community. Don’t forget that
it is a feather in their cap to work on
a museum project, especially if the
museum is prestigious. We use a custom
design for our workshops, but this isn’t
necessary because there are so many
beautiful needlepoint canvases available. You might choose to work with a
store to find a suitable canvas. Ask for
a discount; after all, you’ll be buying
multiple canvases and threads. If you
are commissioning a piece, then ask
the designer for three concepts and, as
a gesture of respect, ask the curator for
input in the final selection.
Your teacher needs to be willing to
teach for a discounted fee and create
a stitch guide for your project. The
teacher you select is essential to the success of your event, so treat her kindly;
offer to reimburse her transportation
expenses and buy her lunch. A one-day
museum needlework retreat has limited
time for stitching and a group of 25 is
relatively large. You might benefit from
having a volunteer teaching assistant
provided by the sponsoring group.
The Threads
To maximize profits, costs need to
be minimized. So I sent letters to many
of the needlework/embroidery stores in
our large metropolitan area, explaining the event and our mission to raise
money for the Art Institute of Chicago.
My efforts were generously rewarded by
an offer of a discount from every store
I contacted, but it was the one that
offered the 40% discount that got the
business (thank you, Pat!).
The Caterer
A low cost, quick but tasty lunch is
what we found to be the best option, so
we provided box lunches. We offered a
choice of sandwiches in the invitation,
which requiresd a bit of coordination
but was appreciated by attendees and
protects the sponsor by eliminating allergy concerns. Ask the caterer to have
the lunches in place when the group
returns from the gallery tour.
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Invitations
With everything else in place, it
is time to invite people to participate.
This process deserves some attention.
For an ideal gallery experience and the
best teaching environment, we decided
to limit attendance to 25 people per
day. We invited attendees in two tiers,
reflecting our goals of rewarding Textile
Society members with an interesting
program, increasing membership of The
Textile Society and increasing awareness
of the textile galleries at the museum.
First we invited Textile Society members, and for the remaining tickets we
invited local ANG chapter members.
The Day of the Program
Our schedule was 1) Arrival, 2) Gallery Tour, 3) Lunch, 4) Stitch, 5) Depart
(shortly before museum closed).
Tips:
n It’s helpful if two people from the
sponsor committee oversee the day.
Both should have access to your
program space before the start of the
program to prepare the room for your
group, check the exhibition you will
visit and ensure that the curator or
expert guide is on site.
n When you, the project room, guide and
teacher are ready, go and greet your
guests and direct them to the room.
You will want to have a place for coats.
n Once the group has arrived, ask attendees to leave their coats and big
bags in the project room and walk to
the exhibition. Depending on the size
of the exhibition, plan to spend one
to one and a half hours in the gallery
with the curator/guide. Save a minimum of five minutes for question and
answer session.
n Have the lunches delivered to your
program room shortly before your
group is scheduled to return so they
are available the minute that the group
arrives. Allow 45 minutes for lunch.
n After lunch, open the projects and
begin stitching under the teacher’s
instruction.
Sound doable? I hope so. Yes, there
is work involved, but the rewards are
worth the effort.
If you have questions or difficulties with your event, you may contact
the author by email at <vfrank@vcfinc.
com>.NN
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